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The Four TPOT Domains

Team performance & Staff Wellbeing

Safety & reliability of care

Improving Patients’ Experiences and Outcomes

Value & Efficiency
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The Productive Operating Theatre

- Process
  - Session Start-up
  - Patient Preparation
  - Patient Turnaround
  - Handover
  - Consumables and Equipment
  - Recovery

- Enablers
  - Team-working
  - Scheduling

- Foundation
  - Programme Leaders' Guide
  - Executive Leaders' Guide

Toolkit

Institute for Innovation and Improvement

NHS
The perfect operating list

Effortless for everyone
Great team communication
Quiet & smooth
Fast but not rushed
No glitches
Safe, reliable care
Knowing How We are Doing

The Productive Operating Theatre

Session Start-up | Patient Preparation | Patient Turnaround | Handover | Consumables and Equipment | Recovery

Team-working | Scheduling

Knowing How we are Doing | Well Organised Theatre | Operational Status at a Glance

Programme Leaders’ Guide | Executive Leaders’ Guide

The Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital NHS Trust
Surgical site infections - avoiding hypothermia

Post operative temperature before and after changes in practice.
RSH Main & Day Theatres Patient Safety Measure
11th April – 10th May 2011 Inclusive
Future Plans

• Human Factors Workshop Friday 8\textsuperscript{th} July

• Launch of Team Work Module at PRH Friday 22\textsuperscript{nd} July

• Scheduling module
  – Enabling work ongoing
  – Workshop planned for September